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Advertising Museum Tokyo 

"Only Advertising Museum in Japan"

The Advertising Museum Tokyo is the only museum dedicated to

promoting advertising and marketing studies. Here there are two kinds of

exhibitions. The first one is a special exhibition introducing many award-

wining advertisements from all over the world. The second one is a

permanent exhibition where you can learn about the history of

advertisement from the edo era (starting in 1603) to the present in Japan.

Artworks in special exhibitions will be changed about 12 times per year, so

if you wish to go there, please check the exhibition schedule on the

website.

 +81 3 6218 2500  www.admt.jp/en/index.html  1-8-2 Higashishinbashi, Tokyo
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Contemporary Sculpture Museum 

"Cutting Edge Statues"

The Contemporary Sculpture Museum is located in a quiet residential area

in Nakameguro. It is well known that Japan is short on space, so the two-

floored venue for this collection of contemporary sculpture comes as a

pleasant surprise. The building provides ample room for the imposing

works, some of which would be classified as cutting edge. A pleasant

garden and a coffee shop are additional facilities on the site.

 +81 3 3792 5858  museum-of-sculpture.org/  mail@museum-of-

sculpture.org

 4-12-18 Nakameguro, Tokyo
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Suginami Animation Museum 

"Free Anime Museum"

The Suginami Animation Museum is the first museum which promotes the

culture of Japaneses anime and entertains every generation with

educational and interactive exhibits. Here you can learn a lot about anime,

such as the history of anime, the principle of animation, the process of

production, and the experience of creating brief anime. They also hold

screenings, 4 titles per a day following the schedule.

 www.sam.or.jp/home.php  3-29-5 Kamiogi, Suginami Kaikan, 3rd Floor, Tokyo
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